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Background: N-Alpha-Acetyltransferase 50 (NAA50) has acetyltransferase

activity and is important for chromosome segregation. However, the

function and mechanism of NAA50 expression in cancer development was

still unclear. Here, we systematically researched the function andmechanism of

NAA50 in pan-cancer, and further verified the results of NAA50 in lung

adenocarcinoma (LUAD).

Methods: In this study, using the online databases TIMER2.0, SangerBox3.0,

HPA, UCSC, GEPIA, cBioPortal, UALCAN, TISIDB, CancerSEA and LinkedOmics,

we focused on the relevance between NAA50 and oncogenesis, progression,

methylation, immune infiltration, function and prognosis. In addition, the

proliferation of cells was detected by CCK-8 and Edu assay. Finally, we

analyzed the relationship between the expression of NAA50 and cell cycle

related proteins.

Results: Pan-cancer analysis indicated that NAA50 was overexpressed in most

cancers. And there was a significant correlation between NAA50 expression and

the prognosis of cancer patients. In the meantime, NAA50 gene changes occur

in a variety of tumors. Compared with normal tissues, the methylation level of

NAA50 promoter increased in most cancer tissues. In addition, the results

exhibited that in most cancers, NAA50 was significantly positively correlated

with bone myeloid-derived suppressor cell (MDSC) infiltration and negatively

correlated with T cell NK infiltration. Moreover, functional enrichment indicated

that NAA50 regulates cell cycle and proliferation in LUAD. In vitro experiments

testified that knockout of NAA50 could significantly inhibit the proliferation

of LUAD.

Conclusion: NAA50 may be a potential biomarker and oncogene of pan-

cancer, especially LUAD, which may promote the occurrence and

development of tumors through different mechanisms. Furthermore,

NAA50 was bound up with to immune cell infiltration in pan-cancer,

meaning NAA50 may be an important therapeutic target for human cancers.
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Introduction

Nowadays, malignant tumor is developing into the main

disease harming human health (Lin et al., 2022). There are

numerous strategies to deal with cancers including

chemotherapy, surgery, radiotherapy, immunotherapy, targeted

therapy and combinational therapy (Najafi et al., 2021). Among

them, immunotherapy adopts a different mechanism from

traditional treatment, providing better choices for patients, and

has become an important strategy for anti-cancer (Chen et al.,

2021). The great success of immunotherapy makes the

identification of immune related biomarkers an attractive field.

However, in terms of treatment strategy, the overall survival rate

(OS) of patients is still unsatisfactory due to the complexity and

heterogeneity of tumorigenesis (Jia et al., 2022; Siegel et al., 2022).

Therefore, it is extremely necessary to search newmolecular targets

to improve the treatment of cancer and predict the prognosis of

patients with cancer.

Protein N-terminal acetylation is one of the most common

covalent modifications in eukaryotes (Arnesen et al., 2009). This

modification could affect many protein functions, including

protein half-life, folding, localization, and complex formation,

ultimately impacting cell and organism function (Aksnes et al.,

2019; Koufaris and Kirmizis, 2020). Moreover, N-terminal

acetylation of proteins is considered to be an irreversible

process, which is catalyzed by N-terminal acetyltransferase

(NAT) (Deng et al., 2020). Up to now, eight NATs (NatA-

NatH) and their catalytic subunits (NAA10-NA80) have been

known, and they are different in evolutionary protection,

localization and target library (Koufaris and Kirmizis, 2020,

2021). Human cells encode catalytic subunits NAA10-NA60

and NAA80, as well as related auxiliary subunits, while

NAA70 (NatG) is only found in plants (Aksnes et al., 2019).

Among these catalytic subunits, N-Alpha-Acetyltransferase 50

(NAA50) has been reported to have acetyltransferase activity and

is important for the separation of chromosomes (Evjenth et al.,

2009; Deng et al., 2019). At the same time, NAA50 and NatA

together constitute the NatE complex (Støve et al., 2016).

Recently, people have paid more and more attention to NATs

and their related biological functions, because new evidence

revealed that NATs are related to major human diseases such

as cancer. For instance, In Glioblastoma, NAA30 is involved in

the regulation of gliogenesis and the p53 pathway (Mughal et al.,

2015). NAA40 possesses potentially oncogenic functions in

colorectal cancer and liver hepatocellular carcinoma

(Demetriadou et al., 2019; Koufaris and Kirmizis, 2021).

NAA10 is overexpressed in various types of cancer, affecting

the overall survival rate and disease recurrence of cancer patients.

(Yang et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2020). However, the functional and

prognostic roles of NAA50 in cancers remain unknown and

elusive.

In our research, we systematically analyzed the role of

NAA50 in pan-cancer for the first time and verified it

through relevant experiments. Firstly, we carried out a

comprehensive analysis using specific databases to compare

the expression and mutation of NAA50 in different types of

tumors and adjacent normal tissues. Moreover, the potential

prognostic value of NAA50 in pan-cancer was also evaluated. At

the same time, we explored the potential signaling pathway of

NAA50 involved in tumorigenesis and development, and studied

the relationship between NAA50 and immune infiltration.

Combined with bioinformatics analysis, we found that

NAA50 was not only highly expressed in lung

adenocarcinoma, but also closely related to poor prognosis,

stage and immune infiltration of lung adenocarcinoma. In

addition, signal pathways were identified by single-cell and

enrichment analysis. Finally, we chose lung adenocarcinoma

for in vitro experiments (CCK-8 and EDU experiments) to

confirmed our bioinformatics results. In conclusion, we

systematically and comprehensively verified the function,

potential mechanism and relationship with immune

infiltration of NAA50 gene in pan-cancer, especially in LUAD.

Materials and methods

Gene expression analysis

The TIMER2.0 database (http://timer.comp-genomics.org/)

and Sangerbox3.0 (http://vip.sangerbox.com/home.html) were

utilized to explore and prove the NAA50 in different types of

tumors and adjacent normal tissues. And UCSC Genome

Browser on Human (http://genome-asia.ucsc.edu/index.html)

was used to explore Genomic View for NAA50 Gene.

Additionally, the immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of the

NAA50 in pan-cancer was studied by the Human Protein Atlas

database (https://www.proteinatlas.org/). At the same time, the

RNA expression and localization of NAA50 gene in different cell

lines were compared.

Diagnostic and prognostic analysis

In the present study, we analyzed the potential value of

NAA50 in cancer prognosis via “Survival plots” and “Stage

plots” modules of the GEPIA database. In addition, Cox

analysis based on the SangerBox3.0 database was used for the

overall survival of NAA50 in pan-cancer, and the outcome was

shown by a forest plot.

Mutation character and methylation
analysis

The cBioPortal database (http://www.cbioportal.org/) was

applied to analyze the mutation character of NAA50 in
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pan-cancers. “TCGA Pan Cancer Atlas Studies” was chosen for

the cohort and entered “NAA50” in the “Query”module. So as to

find the alteration sites, types, and numbers of NAA50 in the

“cancer type summary” and “mutation” modules.

In the UALCAN database (http://ualcan.path.uab.edu), the

“TCGA gene analysis” function was used to explore the

difference in NAA50 DNA promoter methylation levels

between tumor tissues and normal tissues. The DNA

promoter methylation levels of NAA50 in 8 cancers were

obtained.

Immune cell infiltration analysis

Firstly, TISIDB (http://cis.hku.hk/TISIDB/index.php)

database was applied to comprehend the distribution of

NAA50 expression across immune subtypes. In addition, it

was applied to infer the relationship between NAA50 and

major histocompatibility complexes (MHCs) and Chemokines.

Finally, the relationship between infiltrates level of immune cells

estimation value and NAA50 expression was evaluated by the

“GENE” module of the TIMER2.0 database.

The function and enrichment analysis

CancerSEA website (biocc.hrbmu.edu.cn/CancerSEA/

home.jsp) was applied to explore the Single-cell sequence data

relationship between NAA50 and cancer functional states

through the “correlation plot” module. Subsequently, co-

expression analysis of genes belonging to NAA50 was

performed using LinkedOmics (www.linkedomics.org/login.

php). The “TCGA_LUAD” cohort and the “HiSeq RNA”

platform were the sample cohort for our analysis. The

correlation of co-expression genes was checked by the

Pearson test.

FIGURE 1
The NAA50 expression profiles in pan-cancer. (A) Pan-cancer analysis of NAA50 in TIMER2.0 database. (B) The expression analysis of NAA50 in
SangerBox3.0 database.
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Cell cultures and transfection

LUAD cell lines H1299 and PC9 were from Shanghai Academy

of Sciences. The medium was used the PPMI-1640 plus 10% fetal

bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, United States) and cells were incubated at

37°C with 5%CO2. The siRNA for NAA50mRNAwas produced by

GenePharma. The siRNA template sequences in our study were

applied as following: siNAA50-1, sense 5′-CACCACACAAUA
UUAAACATT-3′, antisense 5′-UGUUUAAUAUUGUGUGGU
GTT-3′, siNAA50-2, sense 5′-CUUGCCUAUUUCAAUGAU
ATT-3′, antisense 5′-UAUCAUUGAAAUAGGCAAGTT -3′.
According to the manufacturer’s protocol, the H1299 cells and

PC9 cells were transfected with miRNAs using the jetPRIME

transfection reagent (Polyplus-transfection, Illkirch, France).

Western blotting

The total protein was collected in RIPA buffer (Beyotime,

Shanghai, China), after that centrifuged at 4°C for 10min. Then we

would collect the supernatant and calculate the protein concentration

using BCA kit (Beyotime, Shanghai, China). The protein samples were

electrophoretized on sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide (SDS-

PAGE) gel, after that transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride

(PVDF) membrane. At room temperature 5% milk powder was

sealed for 2 h and incubated with primary antibody overnight at

4°C. The antibodies used were as follows: GAPDH (AC033; ABclonal);

NAA50 (ER2001-66; HUABIO). On the next day, after washing three

times with TBST, they were incubated with secondary antibodies for

1 h at room temperature. The signal is then detected by enhanced

chemiluminescence as recommended by the manufacturer.

EdU assay and CCK-8 assay

For EdU (RiboBio, Guangzhou, China) analysis, cells were first

cultured in a medium containing 10mol/L EdU for 2 h. After

removing the medium containing EdU, 4% paraformaldehyde was

applied to fix with the cells at room temperature for 30min. Discard

paraformaldehyde, add glycine and incubate for 5min. 1xApollo

FIGURE 2
The expression and location analysis of NAA50. (A) Genomic location of human NAA50 gene. (B) The RNA expression patterns of NAA50 in
various cell lines. (C) The NAA50 protein can be secreted. (D) NAA50 protein is localized to the nucleoli of A-431 and U-2 OS cells.
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reaction solution and 1xHoechst reaction solution diluted by

100 times were added and incubated for 30 min under dark

conditions. Imaging was performed using a fluorescence microscope.

The transduced cells were seeded into 96-well plates

(2,000 cells/well). Subsequently, 10 μl of the CCK-8

(APExBIO, #K1018) was mixed to every well. The absorbance

at 450 nm was measured after incubating the cells for 2 h in dark.

Statistical analysis

The data were expressed as means ± standard deviation (SD).

GraphPad Prism 8 software was used for all statistical analyzes.

The correlation analysis was estimated with Spearman’s test. The

differences among two groups were detected using t-test.

Meanwhile, the significance of differences among more than

2 groups was assessed using Two-way ANOVA analysis. It is

important that p < 0.05 was considered to be significant.

Results

The abnormal expression of N-alpha-
acetyltransferase in human pan-cancers

Firstly, in order to explore the expression of NAA50 in

human cancer, we used the TIMER2.0 database to detect the

expression of NAA50. The results obtained showed that

NAA50 expression levels increased in various cancer tissues,

including Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma (BLCA), Cervical

squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma

(CESC), Colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), Esophageal

carcinoma (ESCA), Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma

(HNSC), Liver hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC), Lung

adenocarcinoma (LUAD), Lung squamous cell carcinoma

(LUSC), Stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD) (Figure 1A). Then,

SangerBox3.0 online database was used to analyze the

NAA50 expression in TCGA and GTEx datasets, significantly

overexpressed of NAA50 were observed in glioblastoma

multiforme (GBM), Glioma (GBMLGG), Brain Lower Grade

Glioma (LGG), Uterine Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma

(UCEC), Breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), CESC, LUAD,

ESCA, Stomach and Esophageal carcinoma (STES), Colon

adenocarcinoma (COAD), Colon adenocarcinoma/Rectum

adenocarcinoma Esophageal carcinoma (COADREAD),

Prostate adenocarcinoma (PRAD), STAD, HNSC, LUSC,

LIHC, BLCA, Thyroid carcinoma (THCA), Rectum

adenocarcinoma (READ), Ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma

(OV), Pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PAAD), Testicular GermCell

Tumors (TGCT), Uterine Carcinosarcoma (UCS), Acute

Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) and Acute Myeloid Leukemia

(LAML), Cholangiocarcinoma (CHOL) (Figure 1B). However,

combining the two analyses, it can be concluded that NAA50 was

downregulated in Kidney Chromophobe (KICH), Kidney renal

FIGURE 3
The protein expression levels NAA50 in cancer tissues. (A) The percentage of cancer patients (maximum 12 patients) with high and medium
protein expression level. (B) Immunohistochemistry results of NAA50 protein assessed in pan-cancer.
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clear cell carcinoma (KIRC), Kidney renal papillary cell

carcinoma (KIRP) and Pheochromocytoma and

Paraganglioma (PCPG).

Analysis of N-alpha-acetyltransferase
50 gene expression and location

UCSC Genome Browser on Human (GRCh38/hg38) was

used to explore Genomic View for NAA50 Gene (Figure 2A).

And we performed an analysis of the RNA expression patterns of

NAA50 in various cell lines (Figure 2B). As we can see, the

expression of NAA50 was at high levels in U-698, A-431 and HL-

60. Additionally, according to the summary of RNA expression

and protein localization based on data generated within the

Human Protein Atlas project, the NAA50 protein was

localized to the Nucleoli (supported) (Figure 2C). Next,

NAA50 protein was localized to the nucleoli of A-431 cell and

U-2 OS cell, DAPI for the nucleus in blue, the NAA50 protein

staining was shown in green (Figure 2D). Surprisingly, in the

Human Protein Atlas database, the IHC results of

NAA50 demonstrated that all cancer tissues exhibited

moderate to strong cytoplasmic staining (Figure 3A).

Meanwhile, Figure 3B manifested that the expression level of

total NAA50 protein was significantly increased in Colorectal

cancer, Head and neck cancer, Stomach cancer, Urothelial

cancer, Testis cancer, Breast cancer, Cervical cancer, Lung

cancer, Prostate cancer, Melanoma, Lymphoma, Endometrial

cancer, Skin cancer, Glioma, Ovarian cancer, Pancreatic

cancer, Thyroid cancer, Carcinoid. Renal cancer and Liver

cancer. Therefore, the results of these protein levels indicated

that NAA50 was closely related to pan-cancer.

The prognostic value of N-alpha-
acetyltransferase 50 in pan-cancer

Then, we analyzed the diagnostic value of NAA50 in various

cancers using GEPIA database. As shown in Figures 4A–G,

increased expression of NAA50 was linked to poor prognosis

in ACC (p = 0.027), LGG (p = 0.031), LUAD (p = 0.018), MESO

(p = 0.031), PAAD (p = 0.0013) and PRAD (p = 0.027). But the

increased expression of NAA50 was associated with a good

prognosis in KIRC (p = 0.00017). Meanwhile, we analyzed the

association between NAA50 and the stages of pan-cancers.

NAA50 was associated with the stage of ACC (p = 0.0322),

FIGURE 4
The correlation between the expression of NAA50 and prognosis of cancers by using GEPIA database. (A–G) The correlation between
NAA50 expression and Overall survival. (H–L) The correlation between NAA50 expression and cancer stage.
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LUAD (p = 0.00986), OV (p = 0.00686), SKCM (p = 0.0282), UCS

(p = 0.0333) (Figures 4H–L). Furthermore, we acquire a more

comprehensive prognostic value of NAA50 by using the Cox

analysis in the SangerBox3.0 database (Figure 5). The results

revealed that the high expression of NAA50 was significantly

correlated with poor prognosis in 8 tumor types, which were

TCGA-GBMLGG [N = 619, p = 1.5e-4, HR = 1.71 (1.30, 2.26)],

TCGA-LGG [N = 474, p = 8.0e-5, HR = 2.38 (1.55, 3.64)], TCGA-

LUAD [N = 490, p = 4.5e-3, HR = 1.35 (1.10, 1.67)], TCGA-

BRCA [N = 1,044, p = 0.02, HR = 1.29 (1.04, 1.58)], TCGA-LIHC

[N = 341, p = 2.4e-3, HR = 1.45 (1.14, 1.85)], TCGA-PAAD [N =

172, p = 4.0e-4, HR = 1.86 (1.32, 2.62)], TCGA-ACC [N = 77, p =

0.03, HR = 1.56 (1.04, 2.36)], TCGA-KICH [N = 64, p = 0.01,

HR = 3.12 (1.27, 7.68)]. And low expression in 3 tumor types

TCGA-KIRC [N = 515, p = 9.5e-5, HR = 0.70 (0.58, 0.84)],

TCGA-COADREAD [N = 368, p = 0.03, HR = 0.66 (0.45, 0.96)]

and TCGA-READ [N = 90, p = 0.01, HR = 0.48 (0.27, 0.87)] with

poor prognosis.

Analysis of N-alpha-acetyltransferase
50 mutation and methylation level in pan-
cancer

In order to more systematically clarify the mutation

characteristics of NAA50 in tumor progression, we analyzed

the NAA50 alteration status of the TCGA cohorts through the

online database cBioPortal. Genetic alterations in NAA50 were

dominated by “Amplification” types, which were observed in

almost TCGA cancer cases, except Glioma, Renal Non-Clear Cell

Carcinoma and Colorectal Cancer. In Glioma, the genetic

changes are completely “Deep Deletion”, while in Renal

FIGURE 5
Correlation between the NAA50 expression and survival prognosis of cancers in TCGA datasets.
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Non-Clear Cell Carcinoma, they are completely mutant

“Mutation” (Figure 6A). To great understand the mutational

map of NAA50 in different cancer types, our investigation

displayed the NAA50 alteration sites, types, and numbers are

further presented in Figure 6B. Hence, we next used the

UALCAN database to explore the level of NAA50 methylation

in pan-cancer and its corresponding tissues. Compared with

adjacent normal tissues, the methylation level of

NAA50 promoter in BRCA and HNSC decreased. In contrast,

the methylation level of NAA50 promoter in ESCA, KIRC, LIHC,

LUSC, PAAD and SARC was higher than that in their adjacent

normal tissues (Figure 6C).

Pan-cancer analysis of N-alpha-
acetyltransferase 50 expression and
immune cell infiltration

Since the immune microenvironment plays a critical role in

tumorigenesis and cancer progression, we further evaluated the

associations between NAA50 expression and immune subtypes

across human cancers based on the TISIDB database. The

immune subtypes included: C1 (wound healing), C2

(IFN-gamma dominant), C3 (inflammatory), C4 (lymphocyte

depleted), C5 (immunologically quiet) and C6 (TGF-b

dominant). As we can see that the expression of NAA50 was

significantly correlated with the immune subtypes in BLCA,

BRCA, CESC, COAD, ESCA, KICH, KIRC, KIRP, LGG, LUAD,

LUSC, OV, PAAD, PCPG, PRAD, READ, SARC, SKCM,

STAD, TGCT, UCEC and UVM (Figure 7). Then, we

discussed the potential role of NAA50 in immune cell

infiltration based on TIMER2.0 database. The following

results manifested that in most tumors, the infiltration level

of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) was positively

bound up with the expression of NAA50 (Figure 8A). The

top six tumors were READ (rho = 0.503, p = 2.68e-10), SKCM-

Primary (rho = 0.483, p = 2.64e-07), ACC (rho = 0.441, p =

9.47e-05), UCEC (rho = 0.430, p = 1.20e-14), LIHC (rho =

0.421, p = 3.16e-16) and ESCA (rho = 0.393, p = 5.00e-08). At

the same time, our study found that the infiltration level of

T cell NK in most tumors was negatively correlated with the

expression of NAA50 (Figure 8B). THYM (rho = −0.695, p =

7.17e-18), BRCA-LumA (rho = −0.568, p = 1.50e-45), SKCM-

Primary (rho = −0.567, p = 5.40e-10), HNSC-HPV+

(rho = −0.530, p = 9.47e-08), KICH (rho = −0.521, p =

8.54e-06) and BRCA (rho = −0.520, p = 7.46e-70) were in

FIGURE 6
Mutation and Methylation feature of NAA50 in different cancers. (A) Alteration frequency with the mutation type of NAA50 in pan-cancer. (B)
The subtypes and distributions of NAA50 somatic mutations. (C) The differential DNA methylation level of NAA50 promoter in pan-cancer.
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the top six. After that, we studied the role of NAA50 in LUAD

immune cell infiltration. There was a negative association

between NAA50 and the infiltration level of B cells

(rho = −0.171, p = 1.39e-04), and there was a positive

association between NAA50 and the infiltration level of

CD4+ T cells (rho = 0.315, p = 8.81e-13), CD8+ T cells

(rho = 0.267, p = 1.70e-09), Macrophage (rho = 0.27, p =

1.08e-09) and Neutrophil (rho = 392, p = 1.42e-19) (Figure 8C).

In the following study, the association between NAA50 and

MHCs and Chemokines was further analyzed through the

TISIDB database. Our results indicated that the expression

of NAA50 was negatively correlated with most MHCs. The

top 6 MHCs were HLA-DMA (rho = −0.313, p = 4.64e-13),

HLA-DPB1 (rho = −0.289, p = 2.49e-11), HLA-DQB1

(rho = −0.286, p = 4.37e-11), HLA-DRB1 (rho = −0.249, p =

1.06e-08), TAP2 (rho = 0.207, p = 2.15e-06), and HLA-DOA

(rho = −0.197, p = 6.51e-06) in LUAD (Figure 9A). Figure 9B

displayed the NAA50 was negatively associated with most

Chemokines, and the top 6 in LUAD were CCL14

(rho = −0.35, p = 2.91e-16), CX3CL1 (rho = −0.328, p =

2.93e-14), CCL17 (rho = −0.325, p = 4.88e-14), CXCL10

(rho = 0.282, p = 7.71e-11), CCL26 (rho = 0.28, p = 1.12e-

10), and CXCL17 (rho = −0.276, p = 2.12e-10).

The function analysis of N-alpha-
acetyltransferase 50 in cancers

Next, single-cell sequence data of CancerSEA was used to

further analyze the correlation between NAA50 and pan-cancer

functional states. In most tumors, NAA50 was positively

correlated with cell cycle and invasion (Figure 10A). It was

worth noting that NAA50 plays a particularly prominent role

in LUAD. Combined with prognosis analysis, we decided to

further explore the biological function of NAA50 in LUAD

through LinkedOmics database. Figures 10B,C indicated the

top 50 genes that were positively and negatively correlated

with NAA50. In addition, GO analysis (biological function)

showed that NAA50 was mainly involved in chromosome

segregation, DNA replication, DNA conformation change,

mitotic cell cycle phase transition, double-strand break repair,

organelle fission, cell cycle checkpoint, DNA recombination, etc.

FIGURE 7
Associations between the NAA50 expression and immune subtypes across human cancers.
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(Figure 10D). Moreover, KEGG analysis showed enrichment of

Cell cycle, RNA transport, DNA replication, Fanconi anemia

pathway, p53 signaling pathway, mRNA surveillance pathway,

Human T cell leukemia virus 1 infection and so on (Figure 10E).

Biological functions of N-alpha-
acetyltransferase 50 in human lung
adenocarcinoma cells

Subsequently, in H1299 and PC9 cell lines, we knocked down

NAA50 to verify the role of NAA50 in lung adenocarcinoma. The

knockout effect was detected using western blot (Figure 11A). Next,

CCK-8 assay was carried out to evaluate cell proliferation. The

results suggest a significant inhibition of proliferation rates in the

tumor cells with NAA50 downregulation (Figure 11B). And the

results of EdU Assay indicated that the proliferation ability of

H1299 cells and PC9 cells were significantly inhibited when

NAA50 was silenced (Figure 11C). Meanwhile, we found that the

expression of NAA50 was remarkably correlated with the cell cycle

by the biological pathway analysis of LUAD. Therefore, we further

investigated the association between NAA50 and CDK family,

CDKI family, and Cyclin family expression in

TIMER2.0 database. The result is just as we expected, the

NAA50 expression was correlated with the expression of CDK1

(rho = 0.557, p= 2.29e-43), CDK2 (rho = 0.645, p= 7.77e-62), CDK4

(rho = 0.371, p = 3.33e-18), CDK6 (rho = 0.442, p = 5.07e-26),

CCNA2 (rho = 0.598, p = 2.8e-51), CCNB1 (rho = 0.529, p = 1.96e-

38), CCNB2 (rho = 0.565, p = 8.5e-45), CCNE2 (rho = 0.502, p =

3.35e-34), CCNF (rho = 0.469, p = 1.79e-29) and CDKN3 (rho =

0.473, p = 4.02e-30) (Figure 11D). Taken together, NAA50 increased

the proliferation and was correlated with the cell cycle in LUAD.

Discussion

The role of human N-terminal acetyltransferase (NAT) in

cancer has attracted more and more attention. Manipulation of

NATs in cancer cells can target multiple pathways leading to cell

cycle arrest, apoptosis or autophagy (Kalvik and Arnesen, 2013;

Grunwald et al., 2020). However, the potential role of NAA50 as a

NatE complex in cancer was worthwhile to be disclosed. Our study

found that NAA50 was remarkably upregulated in a variety of

cancer tissues, and all cancer tissues exhibited moderate to strong

cytoplasmic staining. At the same time, survival analysis exhibited

that increased expression of NAA50 was linked to poor prognosis in

FIGURE 8
Immune cell infiltration analysis of NAA50 in the TIMER2.0 database. (A) The NAA50 expression was positively associated with MDSC infiltration
in pan-cancer. (B) The NAA50 expression was negatively associated with NKT cell infiltration in pan-cancer. (C) The relationship between the
expression of NAA50 and the infiltration level of B cells, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, macrophages and neutrophils in LUAD.
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ACC, LGG, LUAD, MESO, PAAD and PRAD. And we found that

NAA50 was closely related to cancer stage in ACC, LUAD, OV,

SKCM, and UCS. In addition, COX regression analyses suggested

that elevated NAA50 expression may lead to shorter OS in

GBMLGG, LGG, LUAD, BRCA, LIHC, PAAD, ACC and KICH.

Notably, these results particularly revealed NAA50 as a carcinogenic

indicator of LUAD prognosis, regardless of the prognostic

algorithm. Next, we further carried out the single-cell analysis

and enrichment analysis, the results identified that NAA50 was

significantly enriched in the cell cycle pathway and was closely

related to the progression of LUAD. This indicated that

NAA50 plays a crucial role in LUAD. In addition, in vitro

experiments verified the role of NAA50 in LUAD.

DNA methylation is the production of 5-methylcytosine by

adding a methyl group to the fifth carbon atom of cytosine in DNA

sequence under the catalysis of DNMT (Liang et al., 2021). The

DNAmethylation process of specific genes plays different biological

roles in cancer. For example, DNA methylation can be used as an

important marker of drug efficacy, 5-year survival rate and lung

cancer recurrence (Liang et al., 2021). In addition, DNAmethylation

is closely related to the immune response of various cancers (Jung

et al., 2019). In this study, we evaluated themethylation of NAA50 in

pan-cancers. Results showed that the methylation level of

NAA50 promoter in ESCA, KIRC, LIHC, LUSC, PAAD and

SARC was higher than that in their adjacent normal tissues;

while decreased in BRCA and HNSC. In short, DNA

methylation analysis of NAA50 may provide a new

understanding of the prognosis of NAA50 in pan-cancer.

In the past, more and more studies have testified that the

prognosis of cancer patients was closely interrelated to the tumor

microenvironment (TME) (Liu et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2020).

Immune responses in the tumor microenvironment are also

believed to play a huge role in the progression of cancer and

response to treatment (Song et al., 2020; Ugolini et al., 2022).

FIGURE 9
Correlation analysis between the NAA50 expression and major histocompatibility complexes (MHCs) and chemokines in the TISIDB database.
(A) MHCs. (B) Chemokines.
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And immune infiltrating cells in TME are closely related to the

improvement of diagnosis and treatment (Liu et al., 2021; Feng et al.,

2022). Considering that the up regulation of NAA50 expression level

in pan-cancer was related to short OS, we speculate that NAA50may

participate in tumor immune response. Therefore, we use TIMER

2.0 database to further verify the relationship between NAA50 and

immune infiltration. Our study found that the expression of

NAA50 was positively correlated with the majority of MDSC

FIGURE 10
Single-Cell Analysis of NAA50 and NAA50-related gene enrichment analysis. (A) The correlation between NAA50 expression and cancer
functional states in pan-cancer. (B) The top 50 genes positively correlated to NAA50. (C) The top 50 genes negatively correlated to NAA50. (D) GO
(biological function) analysis of NAA50 co-expression genes in the LUAD cohort. (E) KEGG analysis of NAA50 co-expression genes in the LUAD
cohort.
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infiltration and negatively correlated with the majority of T cell NK

infiltration. As for MDSC, it canmake use of signaling pathways and

multiple effector molecules to regulate immune suppression,

including depletion of necessary amino acids, reactive oxygen

species (ROS), PD-L1 expression and so on (Gabrilovich, 2017).

At the same time, the upregulation expression of MDSC has been

found in lymphoid tissue, peripheral blood and tumor sites and

significantly bound up with poor prognosis in patients with multiple

cancers (Li et al., 2021). T cell NK, a specialized subset of lipid-

reactive T lymphocytes, produces direct and indirect roles in anti-

tumor immunity and immunosurveillance and infiltration of it is

associated with a great prognosis in some cancers (Nelson et al.,

2021). Summarizing our results, we can infer that the up-regulated

expression of NAA50 in pan carcinoma was related to poor

prognosis, which may play a role by possibly recruiting MDSC

and inhibiting T cell NK cell infiltration. In short, our study may

FIGURE 11
Knockdown of NAA50 significantly suppressed proliferation and cell cycle associated protein analysis. (A) The expression of NAA50 after siRNA
transfection was detected by Western blot in H1299 cell and PC9 cell lines. (B) CCK-8 assay was used to detect the effect of NAA50 downregulation
on proliferation in H1299 cell and PC9 cell lines. (C) EDU assay was used to detect the effect of NAA50 downregulation on proliferation in H1299 cell
and PC9 cell lines. The data were expressed asmeans ± standard deviation (SD). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. (D) The correlation between
the NAA50 expression and CDK1, CDK2, CDK4, CDK6, CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CCNE2, CCNF, and CDKN3 in the TIMER2.0 database.
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provide new insights into the treatment ofNAA50 and a direction for

new immunotherapy approaches.

The cell cycle is a process, which enables cell growth,

duplication of genetic material, and cell division (Suski et al.,

2021). New research demonstrated that cancer cell cycle changes

greatly, involving the etiology, progression and therapeutic

intervention of cancer (Witkiewicz et al., 2022). The cyclin/

cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK), essential for driving each cell

cycle phase, is aberrant in numerous human cancers (Malumbres

and Barbacid, 2009; Comstock et al., 2013). For instance, the

binding of CDK2 to cyclin E or cyclin A can promote the

progression of cell cycle G1/S/G2 (Coverley et al., 2002).

Simultaneously, CDK4/CDK6 preferentially interact with

cyclins to produce active complexes. And the catalytic activity

of CDK4/6 is considered to be the key to initiate the G1/S phase

of the cell cycle (Knudsen et al., 2022). In the meantime, the

knockdown of CCNB2 blocked G2/M transition in breast cancer

cell cycle and increased the number of apoptotic cells (Aljohani

et al., 2022). Through online analysis, we found that the

expression of NAA50 was closely and positively related to cell

cycle related proteins (CDK1, CDK2, CDK4, CDK6, CCNA2,

CCNB1, CCNB2, CCNE2, CCNF and CDKN3). These results

indicate that the expression of NAA50 was closely related to the

cell cycle. Furthermore, CCK-8 assay and Edu assay indicated

that knockdown of NAA50 can significantly inhibit the

proliferation of lung adenocarcinoma cell lines H1299 and

PC9. Therefore, our results manifested that NAA50 may serve

as a potential biomarker and therapeutic target for LUAD.

However, although we consolidated information on the role

of NAA50 in pan-cancer frommultiple databases and verified the

cancer promoting effect of NAA50 in lung adenocarcinoma

through molecular experiments. The present study still has

several limitations. In this study, only the role of

NAA50 from different databases in pan-cancer was analyzed

by bioinformatics and verified by functional experiments, so

further in vivo experimental validation and mechanism study are

needed. Meanwhile, the exact mechanism supporting the tumor

immune effect of NAA50 remains to be clarified.

Conclusion

In summary, our pan-cancer analysis of NAA50 was

conducive to understand the function of NAA50 in

tumorigenesis and development from different angles,

especially in LUAD. Moreover, NAA50 was bound up with

immune cell infiltration in pan-cancer, which would provide a

potential immune therapy target for treatment.
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